ALCOVE AMBLE CANYON - DIRTY DEVIL
Rating: 3A
Length: 2-3 hours
Gear: Standard Technical Gear, 100' of webbing.
Maps: Sewing Machine Needle, UT;
Rappels: 5 to 40 m ( 132 ft. )
Water: Little or none.
Flash Flood Danger: Low except in short sections.
Season: Any, hot in the summer
Notes: 4x4 required! The road is very rough. In 2015, it was passable
in a Jeep with a little bit of rock moving in spots. It could be walked,
but would add a lot of miles to the day and is not recommended.
Waypoints:
Trailhead

12S 555998mE 4199387mN
N37° 56' 25" W110° 21' 46"

First Rappel

12S 555992mE 4199579mN
N37° 56' 31" W110° 21' 46"

Exit

12S 555272mE 4199314mN
N37° 56' 23" W110° 22' 16"

Exit Top

12S 555299mE 4199330mN
N37° 56' 24" W110° 22' 14"

Hype
With easier access, this is a canyon I would highly recommend. As is, however, access requires about 3 miles
of rough driving on a jeep road that will test all but the most experienced off-roaders mettle. It was passable in
a Grand Cherokee, but not without a bit of road building and rock moving in spots.
So, the approach road sucks, what about the canyon? It is a delightful intermediate romp with many entrances
and exits. A handful of rappels ends in a dramatic grotto just before the exit. At the exit, big views of the
seldom seen Dirty Devil River above Lake Powell offers an excellent lunch spot. The exit requires a bit of
class 4 scrambling and a tiny bit of route finding, making this best suited to intermediate canyoneers.
Though straightforward, the anchors will require creativity and/or use of a Fiddlestick. If you are not a fan of
the Fiddlestick, bring lots of webbing or be prepared to build deadman at most of the drops. With a Fiddlestick,
most of the anchors are straight forward but quite a way back from the edge.

Tags: canyon, intermediate, access: 4x4

Trailhead
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From Hanksville, travel south on highway 95 for 45.8 miles. This is just after the highway crosses the Dirty
Devil River bridge. The side road is exceptionally hard to see when east bound. You may need to pass the
road, turn around, and find it on the way back.
Reset your odometer as you leave the highway at MP45.8. Cross through a gate, and continue on the
dirt road. It can be a bit hard to see in spots. ( 12S 554214mE 4195802mN / N37° 54' 29" W110° 22' 60" )
3.1 miles, just after rounding a corner, park anywhere convenient. This is the trailhead. ( 12S 555998mE
4199387mN / N37° 56' 25" W110° 21' 46" )

Route
Approach (5 minutes)
From the trailhead, head north and a bit east, quickly reaching the canyon rim in just a couple of minutes. If
you can't reach the canyon bottom easily from where you intersect it, go east (right) along the rim until it is
easy to enter the canyon bottom.
Canyon
As you head down canyon, a small dryfall is quickly reached. The drop is about 10 m ( 33 ft. ), but may require
rope for a 20 m ( 66 ft. ) rappel depending on what you use as an anchor. Two minutes down from this first
rappel is another short 10 m ( 33 ft. ) rappel. Again, depending on the anchor you use, you may need 15 m (
50 ft. ) or more rope.
The canyon opens, with an entrance/exit on each side, then drops at the next rappel. This rappel is tricky.
There are two stages, both less than 10 m ( 33 ft. ) each, but each can have difficult anchors. Be sure to figure
out both drops before committing to one. The easy way out is to rappel both in one 40 m ( 132 ft. ) rappel, but
this requires building an anchor near the edge.
The canyon is easy again for a couple of minutes, then narrows abruptly into the one short slot section of the
day. This section is narrow and stunning. A few minutes into it is the final rappel, a short 8 m ( 27 ft. ) rappel
into a breathtaking grotto. Mid-day when the light reaches the grotto is fantastic!
This grotto rappel is a very important landmark. As you head down canyon about 1-2 minutes, look for a
scramble route out on the left (south). This starts with a little easy class 4. Work up, then left around the
corner and up. (One class 4 move getting around the corner). Once around the corner scramble up where
convenient. We used several large boulders.

Pleasant Diversion: Interested in seeing a bit more? Continuing down canyon requires a bit of route
finding and scrambling (easy 5th class), but allows access to the final edge that drops steeply down to
the Dirty Devil. It makes a stunning lunch spot. Be sure you can reverse anything you down climb.

Exit (15 minutes)
From the rim, go cross country directly to the tall skinny mesa you parked at the base of. Assuming you pick
the right mesa to aim for, navigation is easy.
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